
Chester's Early Family

Early immigrants to this area tended to be Scotch-Irish Presbyterians who
were born in northern Ireland. A majority of them came first to Pennsylvania
(likely to counties there called Chester, Lancaster and York). Others landed in
Charleston with hardly more than the clothes on their backs and found that
available land for a poor man was in the upcountry or backwoods.

Matthew Elder, Jr. and Jennie McKay were married, according to a family
account two days before they sailed for America with his father and Matthew's
single sister. The ship, carrying 304 passengers, took three months to reach
Charleston. They landed on Christmas eve, 1791.

A Chester County wagoner, Sam Miller, brought the Elder family inland to
his home. Shortly after their arrival, John Nesbit invited them to stay with him until
they found a home.

We can only speculate as to the motivation for Nesbit's act of charity but
know from other accounts of the time that it was not unusual for newcomers to be

taken in by those who had come earlier. The host may have needed additional
labor to clear more land or he may have been hungry for news from the old
country and especially if they hailed from the same area. Besides obtaining food
and shelter, the newcomers could receive much needed advice.

The Elder family found a farm south of Chesterville that was a half
mile east of the main route from Charleston to the mountains of North Carolina.

Their neighbors bore the surnames of Kilpatrick, Cleghorn, Strong, Donnelly,
Boyd, Hamilton, Sloan and McCullough—all Scots-Irish like themselves. (

Mary J. Elder, who has written a lengthy account of these Elder ancestors,
wrote an interesting description of a "little Irish schoolmaster named Andrew
Crawford." Not only was he a "real curiosity" but "He was the Gazette, the
Bulletin, the Reporter, the Courier, the Herald of the community—riding on 'the
filly' from house to house gathering and disseminating the news.... Andrew
Crawford did all the "important writing in the neighborhood. He was exceedingly
nearsighted and with the point of his nose blotted the letters as he traced them
with his pen."

Ms. Elder's description of Andrew Crawford is remindful of another
Chester man who performed similarly—Daniel Stinson. Stinson lived farther to
the east than the Elders, in the lower Fishing Creek area and functioned the
same way for the residents of the Rocky Mount and Landsford area. Stinson
interviewed and recorded most, maybe all, of the Chester veterans of the
American Revolutions, thus benefiting us to this day.

The Elders followed a pattern that by their day was well-established. Their
first house of two stories and four rooms was pine logs with a roof of pine
shingles. There were two rooms on the first floor and two fireplaces, one on each
of the two levels. Children arrived and more room was needed. A larger home
was built. The first residence was turned into a cook room and a loom room.

The eighth child of this family, another Matthew Elder, was bom January
3, 1813. The War of 1812 was being waged and his father was in uniform in






